Single residue and residue pair contact propensities were estimated using a beta-binomial model. Let i denote the residue type. The data then consist of values n i and N i for each i indicating that there are n i contacts out of a total of N i possible contacts. For single residues, N i counts all residues that may form contacts, i.e., all residues within the transmembrane region. For residue pairs, N ij counts all possible contact pairs made of from single contact residues on the set of interacting helices in the same protein.
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Details of statistical methods for contact propensities
Single residue and residue pair contact propensities were estimated using a beta-binomial model. Let i denote the residue type. The data then consist of values n i and N i for each i indicating that there are n i contacts out of a total of N i possible contacts.
For single residues, N i counts all residues that may form contacts, i.e., all residues within the transmembrane region. For residue pairs, N ij counts all possible contact pairs made of from single contact residues on the set of interacting helices in the same protein.
Thus, the single residue contact probabilities have been accounted for, and in a way that ensures that compositional differences between proteins should not produce spurious contact propensities.
For clarity, we only describe single residue contact propensities in the following discussion. Calculations of residue pair contact propensities follow the same procedure as the single residue contact propensities. We assume that n i is drawn from a binomial distribution with probability P i : i.e., each of the N i possible contacts have a probability P i of being an actual contact. This is a slight simplification, in particular for contact pairs, as contacts are, strictly speaking, not independent, yet we expect this to be at most of minor importance. One possible weakness is that in large proteins with many contact residues, N i will be high since it counts the total number of residues, and it may be that the actual number of contacts increases in proportion to the number of possible contact pairs; however, we expect this to have at most a modest effect which should not produce a systematic bias. For contact pair computations, the numbers may be low, and for the less frequent residues, the ratio n i /N i might be heavily influenced by randomness. This would give rise to contact propensities that differ substantially from 1, but with very broad confidence intervals. This may be avoided by assuming that the contact * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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2/20 probabilities P i also fit a distribution. In effect, this distribution amounts to adding an a priori assumption on what are likely values of the P ij . We use a beta distribution: this is a sufficiently general distribution to fit both the mean and variation of the P i , and is a natural choice as it is conjugate to the binomial distribution and thus make the computations much easier.
To summarise the beta-binomial model, we assume that there are parameters M and µ of the beta distribution
from which the P i is derived. The binomial distribution of n is then given by
which gives the posterior distribution of p given n as ; ,
which makes the a posteriori estimate ̂ (either expected value or maximum likelihood) of p equal ̂ rather than the direct ratio n/N. The terms Mµ and M which are added in the numerator and denominator are often referred to as "shrinkage factors", and these may also be deduced or motivated using methods other than the beta-binomial model. In effect, we see that these shrinkage factors caused by the assumed beta distribution of the contact probabilities correspond to assuming M prior residues with µ being the portion of contacts amongst these. When N is large compared to M, the effect of these shrinkage factors is small. However, when N is small, more emphasis is placed on the shrinkage factors.
We have estimated the parameters M and µ using maximum likelihood estimators:
i.e., the parameters maximizing the likelihood function ; , ; , 1 ; ,
which gives the probability of picking the list of values (n i ) for given parameters M and µ for arbitrary P i . We have solved this by using a variety of Newton's method on the log-likelihood. To be more specific, we have solved
where γ is the logarithm of the gamma function; its derivative, γ', is often referred to as the digamma function.
We have expressed propensities as the ratios / using the maximum likelihood estimates of M and µ. Using µ as the denominator is preferred over the overall ratio ∑ / ∑ since the overall ratio would place too much emphasis on the more frequent residues or residue pairs: the underlying contact probabilities of these are as variable as for the less frequent ones, and the only increase in emphasis should come from them being more accurately estimated. Uncertainties of the estimated probabilities are illustrated by the standard deviation of the a posteriori distributions. For residue contact propensities, the standard deviation is calculated as follows:
Bootstrapping
Since we do not have a large number of high-resolution membrane protein structures, the standard errors could not be directly estimated by assuming a normal distribution, i.e.
by calculating SE norm = √ , where σ is the standard deviation and N is the sample size.
Instead, we applied a bootstrapping procedure as a coarse-grained approximation to estimate the standard errors of performance measures. The bootstrap estimation may be viewed as how sensitively a score depends on a particular data set chosen. A similar bootstrapping method has also been used by Chen et al. (2002) to estimate the standard errors of accuracy by TM topology predictors on a high-resolution set of 36 membrane
proteins. Briefly, we describe the bootstrapping procedure below:
1. Randomly sample with replacement from the original data to obtain a dataset having the same sample size of the original data.
2. Calculate the sample statistics of interest on the bootstrap sample. (Frishman and Argos, 1995) , topology from TOPDB (Tusnady et al., 2008) and observed RSA. ‡ The standard error (SE boot ) estimated by bootstrapping follows the ± sign. Table 7S . Contact pair prediction accuracy of two-level TMhit by grouping of TMH numbers from leave-one-out cross validation on the development set. 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 increases for feature sets of increasing complexity. The AUC of each ROC curve from feature set i to v is 0.68, 0.70, 0.71, 0.73, and 0.75, respectively. The ROC plot was prepared using the ROCR package (Sing et al., 2005) .
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A) B) Figure 5S . Comparison of contact pair prediction accuracy as a function of contact density (Cd) (A) and percent remaining contact pairs candidates for prediction by Level 2 (B) by direct and two-level models on the independent test set using observed information (topology and RSA). Direct prediction (L2 only) is shown in filled triangle and its accuracy is shown in a dotted horizontal line. Two-level models are shown in filled (selected) or empty circles (others). The regression curve was estimated from all models (smoothing parameter α=0.8) using the LOCFIT package (Loader, 2004) and the dashed line indicates the confidence band at 95% confidence limits.
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A) B) Figure 6S . Comparison of contact pair prediction accuracy as a function of contact density (Cd) (A) and percent remaining contact pairs candidates for prediction by Level 2 (B) by direct and two-level models on the independent test set using predicted information (topology and RSA). Direct prediction (L2 only) is shown in filled triangle and its accuracy is shown in a dotted horizontal line. Two-level models are shown in filled (selected) or empty circles (others). The regression curve was estimated from all models (smoothing parameter α=0.8) using the LOCFIT package (Loader, 2004) and the dashed line indicates the confidence band at 95% confidence limits. 
